=======================================
Episode 6: Dealing With Drifters (Part 2)
=======================================
Christopher was still hiding from Micah and Hikari's minions. He was waiting for a
perfect time to ambush them. But Wayne and the two demons were not letting their
guard down. At Andrew's apartment, Micah was becoming annoyed with Linda and
Heather.
Micah: Where's Christopher at?! I know you two idiots are working for him!!
Linda: We serve a different master; you're just wasting your time, my friend. No dice.
Micah: Why you!!
Travis: Ok, Micah. You need to calm down; you're never going to find Christopher if
you're angry.
Micah: I didn't get out of prison just to be fucked by him again! We're going to find him
even if we have to kill these fucking bitches!! You're either with me or against me!!!
Travis: Ok, I'm with you. But you're going too far; I'll be outside to help Wayne out.
Micah: Fine.
Travis goes downstairs to help on the lookout for Christopher.
Micah: Now, with him out of the way, I wonder what should I feast on.
Christopher was still hiding from the demons. Wayne wasn't able to pick up his Raiken
energy.
Wayne: What are you doing out here, Travis? Shouldn't you be helping Micah?
Travis: I knew we shouldn't have brought him out of prison. I thought Suija's minions
would be more reserved than us.
Wayne: He is a relic, after all.
At Micah's location, Linda and Heather were still binded by his shadow magic. Patrick
was becoming impatient with Micah in torturing them.
Patrick: Are you done yet? You're just wasting our fucking time, Micah!

Micah: Patrick, shut up! Can't you see that I'm trying to have some fun before I kill
them? I'll feast on those two's tities; boy, are they delicious or what.
Heather: (was not amused with Micah.) You gross me out.
Micah: What did you say?!
Heather: You heard me, freak. I hate revolting men like you; that fun of yours is just not
satisfying to me - feasting on women's breasts. You're better off screwing yourself up.
Micah: (feeling annoyed and angered.) You got some nerve. YOU TWO ARE PISSING
ME OFF!! I'LL BE HAPPY TO SEND YOU TO HELL WITH CHRISTOPHER!!!
Then, Christopher appears below Micah and gave him a sky hook and Linda and
Heather were freed from Micah's shadow magic. Linda killed Patrick by crushing his
neck in a flying triangle with her thighs. Micah tried to escape but got kicked in the nuts
by Linda and she threw him on the sofa.
Heather: Christopher, you're back.
Christopher: Sorry to keep you waiting. (looks at Micah.) You want me, you got me.
Now, I'm going to fuck you up for what you did.
Micah: You got some nerve; I'm not going back to prison. I'm going to kill you for what
you did to my lord.
Christopher: Well, you're just wasting your time. I'm going to give you one last chance to
walk away.
Micah: Too bad; there's no turning back now.
Heather: (sees Micah pulling out a gun.) Christopher, look out!!
Micah tried to shoot Christopher, but he used his Shadow Hiding tech to dodge that shot
and Heather pushes him out of the apartment and he fell to his death. Wayne, Travis
and the two low-leveled demons fled out of the apartment strip.
Christopher: Damn those guys. I wanted to ask them where Hikari's hiding.
Linda: Don't worry; we'll find out eventually.
Heather: (sees that Christopher was looking at her and Linda.) What are you looking at?

Christopher: Nothing. Just go on ahead and get dressed; Andrew and Omar should be
coming back soon. They're not too fond of nude women.
Hours passed. Andrew and Omar were able to make it back from searching for Hikari.
As you can see, Linda and Heather were looking at them.
Andrew: Sorry to keep you waiting. (sees that Linda and Heather were looking at him.)
What? Why are you two looking at me like that?
Christopher: I think you and Omar owe them an apology. We were able to find Micah
and killed him.
Andrew: You have? Were you able to find out where Hikari was?
Christopher: No, I was hoping you were able to.
Omar: We weren't able to find her, but we were able to defeat some of her minions. I
think she fled to Delaware.
Christopher: Great; I knew I should have went with you two. More fucking drifters to deal
with; I hate them so much.
Heather: Don't feel too badly about it; let's return back to the Council and inform Ms.
Smith and the others.
Christopher: Ok.
Christopher, along with Andrew, Omar, Linda and Heather, drove off to the Council's
headquarters to inform Alice and the others about Hikari's whereabouts.

